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Your Best Defense
Against Data Loss
and Costly Exposure.
Off-site Vaulting,
Inventory Management,
24/7/365 Access.

ReStore keeps vital information
safe by providing secure off-site
storage, rotation and protection
of backup media. The loss of key
data – due to natural disaster,
misconduct or facility destruction
– can professionally devastate any
company. An insurance policy can’t
prevent you from going out of
business, but trusting your backups
to ReStore can!

ReStore
It’s difficult to imagine what a fire, flood or earthquake could do to
your business. Loss of priceless data – regardless of the cause – can
totally devastate a business. But with Recall’s ReStore offering, you
can take careful precautions against disastrous interruptions provided
by an expert and reliable third party.

Your best defense against data loss and costly exposure
Loss of priceless data – regardless of the cause – can totally devastate
a business. In studies of companies without a viable continuance
plan, less than 10 percent survived a major data loss. An alarming
40+ percent never reopened, and 50+ percent closed within two years.
Even if companies survive, the expense can be astronomical.
Computer downtime can easily cost a business hundreds of thousands
of dollars per hour. That’s why Recall’s ReStore service is such a highly
valued safety measure. It provides 24/7 protection against disastrous
interruptions – along with peace of mind that can only come from
disciplined, third-party accountability.

The vital first step in contingency planning:
Retrieval of redundant data assets
There is no way to measure the seriousness of a company’s
dependence on its information. Risk management is more critical than
ever – but significant tools, human resources and administrative skills
are needed for the job. This is what ReStore supplies. Through this
service, your vital system data is securely collected and stored off-site
in environmentally controlled media vaults to ensure accessibility
when and where it’s needed.

Locate

Meticulous tracking and inventory control

Retrieve

ReStore ensures the timely rotation of your media, and provides
unrivalled inventory accuracy. It begins when Recall collects your
backups and transfers them to our vaults. Using bar code technology,
all media is scanned as it comes in and goes out, establishing a precise
audit trail of individual tape movements. You can easily verify your
holdings electronically. ReStore activity files are always current and
offer exact details. Plus you have web access to off-site inventory
listings, media return dates, reporting functions and service requests.
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Deliver

To contact us, please visit recall.com
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